The Pedagogical Challenge
Among the basic questions that need to be asked to understand the world are 1. How much is there?
How fast is it changing?
To some extent single variable and multi-variable calculus give us the tools to answer these questions, with the integral answering a "how much is there" question and the derivative answering a "how fast is it changing" question. The close to miraculous Fundamental Theorem of Calculus asserts that the answers to these two seemingly distinct questions are closely and intimately linked.
Differential forms can be interpreted as providing a means for answering these questions in more general contexts. And as with calculus, there is a corresponding fundamental theorem called Stokes' Theorem. The differential forms version of Stoke's theorem has as special cases the Divergence Theorem, Green's Theorem and Stokes' Theorem for surfaces.
The pedagogical challenges in teaching differential forms parallel the teaching challenges for calculus. First off, both the derivative and the integral have meaning. In a beginning course, usually these meanings are sketched out at an intuitive level. In most beginning real analysis courses, the more rigorous foundations behind the meanings are laid out. But a large part of a beginning course concentrates not on the meaning but on computing derivatives and integrals. The reason calculus is so successful is both that its basic terms have But knowing the meaning of the derivative is quite different from the actual practice of computing the derivative. After all, knowing the derivative is a measure of a rate of change of a function helps little in computing the derivative of cos x 3 + 4x 2 + 5x + 9 . All of us would simply use our knowledge of the chain rule, of the derivative of cosine and of the derivative of a polynomial. In fact, consciously thinking of the meaning would get in the way of getting the answer. The computational side is quite distinct from the meaning side.
The same difficulty holds in the teaching of differential forms. Their meaning is tied to measuring. To some extent, a differential k-form ω on R n is a device that will allow the measuring of the volume of a dimension k submanifold M .
The technical definitions are to some extent getting to the point where the in the beginning theory of differential forms, namely Stokes' Theorem:
Here we are letting M be a (k + 1)-dimensional manifold, with the new symbol
intuitive interpretation is to think of the initial ω as analogous to a function (which, to be clear, it is not in general) and the taking of the exterior derivative as the taking of a derivative. Then Stokes' Theorem can be described as
The average of a function over the boundary of a manifold equals
The average of the derivative over a manifold.
Making this rigorous takes work (and should be viewed as a true triumph of early twentieth century mathematics [9, 7] ), involving not only definitions of differential forms and exterior derivatives but also the definitions of manifolds and boundaries. Once the correct definitions are given, though, the proof of Stokes' Theorem should become straightfoward.
But none of these definitions particularly help in calculating. Here one must simply practice, practice, practice, just as most of us once did with multiplication tables and the taking of one-variable derivatives.
I suspect that one reason some of the mathematicians whom I asked about differential forms had only a hazy understanding, at best, was that they did not practice when they should have. Probably they were quickly introduced to differential forms in graduate school. At this level of mathematical maturity, Thus the teaching of differential forms must explicitly discuss their underlying meanings while at the same time must emphasize the computational aspects.
Why Teach Differential Forms, or, Why They are Important
There are two questions here, namely, why teach differential forms at all and why teach them to undergraduates. The why for teaching differential forms at all is the same as asking why differential forms are important in mathematics.
Here the answer comes down to the fact that differential forms are to a large extent the best tools for answering questions about how much is there (questions of area and volume) and questions about rate of change. Considering how much of mathematics can be phrased as answering these two questions, the importance of differential forms is self-evident. Let us look though at three examples, from seemingly three quite different branches of mathematics. (There are many more.)
Differential geometry is the study of how geometric objects bend and twist.
Slightly more technically, differential geometry can in part be taken to be the harder to "learn in the streets." Most of the mathematics any practicing mathematician knows is, of course, not learned in a class. Some topics are intrinsically easier to learn on their own, while for others, it is far better to learn in a class, with the rhythm of learning set by the class and instructor. This is why it makes strong pedagogical sense to require our majors to take a beginning real analysis course and a beginning course in group theory. It would also justify the teaching of beginning representation theory to our majors, which is not that often done.
And it also justifies the teaching of differential forms, and in fact the teaching of the underlying meaning via rigorous definitions and by the requiring of many concrete calculational problems. This is the goal of Weintraub's test.
Weintraub's Approach
In 1996, Steven Weintraub wrote Differenential Forms: A Complement to Vector Calculus [15] with the aim of introducing differential forms to students who have just finished a standard third-semester calculus course (vector calculus). His current book, with its similar title, while built out of that earlier text, is aimed at more advanced students, namely students who have additionally taken linear algebra and who know the basics of point-set topology. In fact, I
would be willing, if not eager, to use this as a text for a course with only a linear algebra prerequisite, filling in the background of the little point-set topology that is needed (mostly about open balls in R n ).
The first two chapters develop the basics of differential forms in R n . There is a clear emphasis, especially in the exercises, on getting students to know how The last two chapters are his two main applications, or perhaps more accurately, his two main punchlines. Chapter 7 is a full proof of Stokes Theorem (a truly remarkable theorem) while Chapter 8 develops de Rham cohomology.
Other Texts
As differential forms are important, there are of course a number of texts in which they are introduced, including many beginning books on differential geometry and general relativity. Here we will consider a few texts which directly introduce differential geometry to undergraduates.
In 1968, Michael Spivak wrote his Calculus on Manifolds [13] . This classic Şuhubi [14] is aimed at students at a slightly more advanced level of mathematical maturity. It also frames the development in the language of the exterior algebra, which gives the book more of a linear algebra feel.
Sinha's Calculus of Tensors and Differential Forms [12] emphasizes the calculational side of differential forms, putting them into the slightly more general language of tensors. The text is full of a massive number of calculations, with a plethora of indices. If you want to emphasize the computations, this would not be a bad text. Unfortunately, it has no exercises. To some extent, its approach is perpendicular to that of Spivak.
Conclusion
I liked Weintraub's book and look forward to teaching from it someday.
Also, if you are one of the mathematicians who have only a hazy memory of differential forms, if that, then this would be an good book to go through on your own at night, working the exercises. You will have an enjoyable time.
